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This document provides information on wafer probe station tests to be carried out
on the SALT 128 ASIC.

1 Functionality

The SALT ASIC, containing 128 channels and an additional two channels for testing
and monitoring, is broken into several components:

• Analogue front-end - Each channel on the front-end consists of a preamplifier,
a shaper and a signal-to-differential converter.

• Analog to Digital Converter - Each channel contains a 6-bit ADC. An addi-
tional six ADCs a present for monitoring.

• DACs - Seven DACs used to bias different blocks of the SALT chip. Additionally,
each channel contains a 7-bit DAC to set the front-end baseline voltage.

• Clock generation - 40 MHz external clock is used in the digital part of the
chip. A DLL is used to shift this clock to get the ADC signal and generate test
pulses. An internal PLL is used to obtain a fast 160 MHz clock for sterilization
and transmission of data.

• Digital Signal Processing - Signal processing performs pedestal subtraction,
mean CMS, and zero suppression.

• Back-end processing - Processing after the DSP chain is associated with the
TFC commands.

2 Tests to be performed

• Power tests - Need to test proper start up of the chip. Make sure the digital and
analogue currents are being drawn correctly. Need to simulate working conditions
for the LHCb UT by applying expected trigger rate.
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• DAC tests - Record output of each DAC over range of possible values to confirm
proper behavior.

• Digital tests - Make sure the chip can be configured. This includes being able to
read/write registers, read chip addresses, pass signals in both directions.

• Analogue tests - Should perform five point gain tests (inject five different charges)
and read out ADC values to assess analogue functionality.

• Gain uniformity - Check output signal uniformity across channels for a given
input. Should test for different input charge.

• Clock checks - Check different phase shifts of the clock and data lines to confirm
optimal value.

• Cross-talk studies - Confirm that cross-talk is less than 5% between neighboring
channels.

• Pedestal and CMS - Check proper Pedestal subtraction and CMS.

• Noise studies - Measure the intrinsic and CMS noise per channel.

3 Measurement details

1. Power tests
Check proper power consumption of ANA and DIG parts after power-up and reset

2. Communication (I2C) tests
→ There are about 450 registers ∼ 10kb total amount of data, which should not
be a with limited FPGA RAM

2.1. Serializer registers

2.2. DSP registers – NZS path

2.3. DSP registers – rest

2.4. SEU registers

2.5. Basing DACs and monitoring ADCs basic functionality test
→ Need to estimate time needed to test all values of DAC (input from Carlos
needed)

3. DLL, PLL, Bandgap tests (using internal monitors) and configuration
→ DLL, PLL values close to 0 ADC would mean proper functionality
→ We need to learn how to configure different blocks

3.1. DLL test – SALT documentation section 5.1.2.

3.2. PLL test – SALT documentation section 5.2.1.
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3.3. Bandgap test and readout of temperature sensor

4. Serializer and Deserializer tests and configuration
→ Need to check if we can move first byte and correct pattern, then this works
correctly
→ The PLL should be fully functional before we get to this stage
→ Need to see if Serializer works before testing Deserializer

5. Basic TFC commands and data packet tests

5.1. SYNC (FeReset)

5.2. HeaderOnly, BxVeto, BxReset

6. NZS data packet and Pedestal Subtraction tests (in meantime also mask register
could be tested)
→ Need to send a pedestal value to each channel. How do we upload pedestal
value to every channel several times?
→ Need to send to each channel several mask registers
→ Need input from JC, since he is testing this now

7. ADC and front-end baseline correction DAQ tests
→ Need to discuss with JC, he is doing baseline correction tests → Want to test
baseline DAQ and test ADC
→ Send some data, min code, max doce, middle code and make sure DAQ are
reading correctly and see how they change
→ Through the I2C prgram DAQ, and through ADC program a few values and
check
→ Are we going to record for individual channels or not?
→ Need to get offset and spread, which is needed to correct pedestals. Need to
have several points here to find correct value.
→ We can read all channels at the same time, since this is doen in parallel
→ We are testing Trim DAQ and base ADC functionality
→ How wide a range can we test? Not the full range of ADC but we need to test
full range of Trim DAQ.
→ No ADC at this point, only an offset (this is a static measurement, since we
only change the offset)
Points 1-7 have validated most important blocks

8. Front-end performance tests (using internal calibration)

8.1. Gain, Offset, Crosstalk
→ 5 point Gain curve. Can do for every channel in parallel (or every fourth
channel). Will there be a problem of occupancy of the chip?
→ What about timing, delays, etc.?
→ Need to set correct value of delay in DLL before measurement of gain and
offset. Can get some basic numbers from current tests.
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→ Can we use internal calibration even if pad is connected to something else?
→ Do we need to test the input pad? Probably not, since for these tests we
are only using internal calibration
→ Need to define how many input needles we need for the probe card
→ Will a huge load capacitance (i.e. when sensor is connected) affect the
performance of ths chip? Should ask people who design ASICs for ATLAS.
Do we need to test inputs? Should decide this soon, but maybe it’s not an
issue
→ Need to define minimum number of needles needed for power (See point
above about how many needles needed on probe card). Carlos, Chris, Iaroslava
and Olaf can figure this out. Olaf will check what was done for the Beetle.

8.2. Noise
→ To get a correct response from the ASIC, measure each point (of the 5
points in gain tests) several times to make sure noise is correct. First we need
to know how much time is needed for this test, and then we can determine
how many measurements to do for each point.
→ Memory (RAM) in FPGA is limited, can’t do 200 points in parallel for
example. Depending on self correlation of noise, if we don’t sample at max
speed, but lower, we can get the same or better statistics with less points.
But this will depend on type of noise→ As long as we can’t perform S-curves,
we can only estimate from ADC. Accumulate some number of samples and
draw histogram. Can learn from JC to clarify this.

9. MCM tests
→ Mean number of channels above threshold and mean common value. → If
pedestals during measurements in point 6 are set properly, MCM could be tested
partially during measurements in points 7 and 8
→ In any case, we can test four situations: raw data, data after masking, after
pedestal, after MCM

10. ZS tests
→ Same situation as point 9. Could be tested in parallel to 7, 8 and 9. → Very
easy to switch from zero supressed to non-zero supressed at any time. → Can test
with and without ZS in same data stream

11. RAM and Trunc packet tests
→ We could fill up memory somehow to get a special packet truncation. Fill
memory and observe several kinds of truncation packets
→ Final ASIC will be 2 or 3 trunc packets

12. TFC counters and Snapshot command tests
→ Can be done in parallel with other tests, since these are continuously running
→ Check if value in the counters are correct
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→ Check if snapshot commands are working alright. → DSP is crucial, but TFC
might not be critical

13. DACs tests (using external pads and ADCs)→ Use relays to test from one channel
to another.
→ Can op-amp have some influences on results of linearity?

Need to flag if ASIC is bad. How do we qualify ASICs to not waste time. 6 bit, 64
steps for one. Assume only one sample per step
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